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++.5 1/22/82 7:20PM=[0:00] 150µg, AP ≡ [:30] underway [:35] developing quite
quickly - ATS heavy tremor (difficult to stay warm) to ~[1:15] and >++.
AP cosmic questions to ~[2:00] - AP easy music, fantasy. on to [5] [with]
>++ and no difficulties [with] either. Finally warm. Erotic. Easy sleep
at ~[6:30].
+++

5/8/82 8:10PM=[0:00] 200µg AP ≡. [:20] aware, noisy development [:30] maybe
++ already! [1:00] some shakes, very far out, lots of visual. [1:15]
comfortable +++++. [2-4] much erotic, much talk, philosophizing - good music
fantasy, visual sparkle, tracers, movement of ceiling, and on and on.
Noticeable drop at ~[7]- sleep [8-12]- up in AM - good mood, that
deteriorated through the day. AP generally ||, but next day nothing much
done- sleep, lethargy. Overall very good experience. +++

+++

5/16/82 7:18PM=[0:00] 250µg ; AP ≡. [:30] developing quickly [:40] probably
to +++ already [:45] wow - this, 5 min by 5 min until ~[1:15] - completely
stoned and in a sparkle visual world. No threat whatsoever. Explore new taperadio stuff in bed-room. Light sleep at ~[7] - up in AM [with] much energy
& go. V.relaxing and refreshing experience.

+++

6/16/82 6:50=[0:00] 300µg ; AP ≡ Mini twinge at [:10]! [:17] start [:22] up
fast [:23] very fast [:30] too fast, a bit ill [:35] can't process
[:55]-[1:20] reintegrate - now physically OK completely expanded into an
extreme +++. Full open, erotic, visual, interpretive, stoned from [1:30] to
[7:00]. scattered sleep. [14] to Berkeley, still ++, diarrhea - gradual drop
through + to baseline by [18]. In future, never without loose day following,
and probably consider 250 at optimum.

+++

9/30/82 8:07PM[0:00] 200µg ; AP ≡ by [:40] rolling up, [1:00] still up fast
[1:20] way >+++ much erotic, music synthesis - some easy sleep at [8:00]
excellent.

++

1/1/83 7PM=[0:00] 24hr post TE. much food, wine during day. ATS, AP 150µg,
NT, CT 100µg. v.slow onset - really good real effects by [2:30] but little if
any noticeable from visual [:30] to [1:00] - sparkle, hilarity, subsequent
pleasant retreat to music and erotic. Excellent music synthesis. Probably no
refractory from TE, but food ect. certainly delayed absorption. Good ++. or
more. Tulsa's accepted v.well. Good wrap-up to long, good new years.

